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Lotteries Commission Act 1990

Lotteries Commission (Soccer Pools)
Amendment Rules 2010
Made by the Lotteries Commission under section 28(1) of the Act.
1.

Citation
These rules are the Lotteries Commission (Soccer Pools)
Amendment Rules 2010.

12 March 2010

12 March 2010

2.

GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, WA

Commencement
These rules come into operation as follows (a) rules 1 and 2—on the day on which these rules are
published in the Gazette;
(b) the rest of the rules - on 14 March 2010.

3.

Rules amended
These rules amend the Lotteries Commission (Soccer Pools)
Rules 1996.

4.

Rule 19B amended
After rule 1913(3) insert:
(4) The master ticket may be registered against a player's
card number.
(5) A syndicate sales (subscription) adjustment may be
required from time to time, and the adjustment will be
made against the master ticket held by the Commission
or the agent.
(6) In this rule syndicate sales (subscription) adjustment means an
adjustment of the difference in value between the
master ticket subscription value and the sum of the
actual subscription values of the syndicate shares.

5.

Rule 19C amended
(1) In rule 19C(1) delete "10." and insert:
5.
(2) In rule 19C(2) delete "1000." and insert:
500.
(3) In rule 19C(5) delete "$2.50." and insert:
$5.00.
(4) In rule 19C(6) delete "$10 000." and insert:
$20000.
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(5) Delete rule 19C(7) and insert:
(7) The cost of a share in a particular syndicate is
calculated by a method determined by the Commission
that includes truncation to the nearest cent for the
subscription component and agent commission
component, followed by rounding down, where
necessary, to the nearest sum containing a 5 cent
multiple.

6.

Rule 19D replaced
Delete rule 19D and insert:
19D.

Agent's component of a syndicate share
The agent's component per share is the difference
between the final price per share and the subscription
per share.

7.

Rule 19H amended
(1)

In rule 19H(4) delete "Any" and insert:
Subject to subrule (4A), any

(2)

After rule 12H(4) insert:
(4A) In the case of a master ticket that is registered so that a
player's card membership number is allocated to that
ticket, any prize entitlement may be paid out via the
Player Registration Service payment process.

The Common Seal of the
Commission was affixed on the
4th day of March 2010,
by order and in the presence of—
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CLYDE BE VAN, Chairperson.
RAY BENNETT, Member.
PATRICIA TAS SELL, Member.

